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Outstanding Credentialed Teachers
10:1 Student Ratio
Full Day Kindergarten
Presidential Blue Ribbon Award
Winning Academics
HighestWasc Accreditation
Reading Counts Program
Individualized & Accelerated Programs
Differentiated Instruction
Visual Arts and Projects
Music-Choral Instrumental
State of the Art Computer Lab
Dedicated Kindergarten Playground
Pride-building Judaic Studies
Hebrew Language Instructions
Athletics and Sports
Full Service Caferteria Lunch Program
Before and After School Care
Bus Transportation

“The Hebrew Academy
Full Day Kindergarten
is exactly what we were
looking for:
It is academically stimulating
with a strong sense of
community.”
Mark and Deborah,both educators,seriously considered which school
to choose for theirsons.After extensive research,discussion and school
visitations,they found the bestplace.“The Academy kindergarten have
high academic and ethical standards housed within a safe and
nurturing environment.We all love it.”
You can provide your child with a foundation of life-long values
and excellent academic preparation at the Academy Kindergarten.
Enroll now.

It is with great pleasure that we invite you to become part of
the Hebrew Academy family. The Hebrew Academy is the only
Jewish Day School in Southern California to receive two
Presidential Blue Ribbons.

The Hebrew Academy
program provides children with
opportunities to develop:

The Hebrew Academy has developed a comprehensive warm
and loving full day kindergarten program with specific
academic, emotional, and social goals. We, at the Hebrew
Academy recognize that kindergarten
is a place where important
development and learning
takes place in all areas.

•

Kindergarten children learn in many ways. Some
children learn best through sight or sound while others
respond to tactile cues or to movement activities.
Kindergarten teachers use a variety of techniques to

Our teachers are gifted
individuals who love
being with children to
help them develop their
talents and gifts and
who encourage
them to share
their talents
with others.
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Communication skills, using language, symbols
(words and numbers), sounds and movement.
Phonetic awareness and word attack skills.
Mathematics concepts and number skills.
Cognitive skills, including logical thinking and
problem-solving techniques.
Curiosity and interest in learning.
Creativity through play, art, music, literature,
drama, and movement.
Physical skills and coordination.
Positive self-image.
Independence, self-control, and responsibility.
Social skills.
Love of learning.
A better understanding of the world and
how it works.
A love of Judaism, its holidays and values
An affinity with the Jewish community and Israel

reinforce learning.

In general, kindergartners require active learning through
hands-on experiences. The teacher is a facilitator who
guides young learners as they explore, discover,
manipulate, observe, express and experiment. Children
also learn from each other, both individually and in
groups, as they question and explore their world.

Children come to kindergarten with many individual
differences. The experienced Hebrew Academy staff
works with each child to help them grow and learn. We
recognize the individuality of each child and the wide
range of abilities found in kindergarten. Our program
reflects our sensitivity to each child’s developmental needs
and our commitment to high academic standards.

